HOW TO FIND TOPTICA PHOTONICS AG, GERMANY

TOPTICA Photonics AG
Lochhamer Schlag 19
82166 Graefelfing (near Munich, Germany)

T: +49 89 85837 0
F: +49 89 85837 200
sales (at) toptica.com
www.toptica.com
ARRIVAL BY CAR FROM MUNICH DIRECTION LINDAU

• Leave at exit 36b = „Gräfelfing“ (direction Gauting, Planegg-Martingsried)
• Right turn = „Pasinger Strasse“
• After 300m left turn = „Seeholzenstrasse“
• After 100m right turn = „Lochhamer Schlag“
• Our building is on the left side (Lochhamer Schlag 19)

ARRIVAL BY CAR FROM LINDAU DIRECTION MUNICH

• Leave at exit 36b = „Gräfelfing“ (direction Gauting, Planegg-Martingsried)
• Following the signs to „Gräfelfing, M.-Pasing, Starnberg“
• After 100m first street left turn = „Am Haag“
• Following the right turn of the street approx. 200m = „Lochhamer Schlag“
• Our building is on the left side (Lochhamer Schlag 19)

ARRIVAL MUNICH BY TRAIN AT HAUPTBAHNHOF (MAIN STATION)

First possibility (public transport)
• Take S-Bahn (train) S6 direction „Tutzing“
• Exit at station „Gräfelfing“ (approx. 16 minutes)
• Take bus number 268 direction „Waldfriedhof“
• Exit at bus stop „Neuer Friedhof“ (Gräfelfing) (approx. 6 minutes journey time)
• TOPTICA Photonics is located just a few meters from the bus stop.

Second possibility (train and taxi)
• Take S-Bahn (train) S6 direction „Tutzing“
• Exit at station „Pasing“ and take a taxi.
• The taxi needs approx. 10 minutes and costs approx. 20 EUR.

Online travel service within Germany: www.bahn.de
Online travel service in Munich and surrounding: www.mvv-muenchen.de
Left column „Start“: Please enter your starting points
Left column „Ziel“: Please enter under 1) Gräfelfing and 3) Neuer Friedhof

ARRIVAL AT MUNICH AIRPORT

• Take S-Bahn (train) S8 direction „Herrsching“
• Exit at station „Marienplatz“ (40 minutes)
• Take Subway (train) U6 direction „Klinikum Großhadern“
• Exit at station „Großhadern“, which is one station before the final station (15 minutes)
• Take bus number 268 direction „Planegg“ or the bus number 160 direction „Pasing“
• Exit at bus stop „Neuer Friedhof“ (bus 268) or „Seeholzenstraße (bus 160) (3 minutes journey time)
• TOPTICA Photonics is located just a few meters from the bus stop.